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Key competences

� Key competences represent a transferable, multifunctional package of knowledge, 

skills and attitudes that all individuals need for personal fulfilment and development, 

inclusion and employment. These should have been developed by the end of initial 

education and training, and should act as a foundation for further learning as part of 

lifelong learning



The Key Competences Framework

1. Communication in the mother tongue

2. Communication in foreign languages

3.   Mathematical competence and basic 

competences in science and technology

4.    Digital competence

5.    Learning-to-learn

6.    Social and civic competence

7.    Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship

8.    Cultural awareness and expression

They are 

underpinned by 

critical thinking, 

creativity, problem 

solving, risk 

assessment, 

decision-taking, 

constructive 

management of 

feelings…

They overlap 

and interlock… 

basic skills 

(language, 

literacy, 

numeracy, ICT) 

are the 

foundations for 

all key 

competences



Case of Romania

� Introducing key competencies was 
done over several times between 
2001 and 2010.

� Key competencies have an explicit 
and implicit specification in  
National Education Law (2011), 
which indicates that their inclusion 
is very important.

� The transition to a curriculum 
based on key competencies is a 
central part of current educational 
reforms. The orientation towards 
learning outcomes has been 
stronger in the area of primary 
school. A major reform of 
education is currently being 
prepared, aiming to raise the 
quality of provision. 



Romanian Primary school

� The first four years are taught by a single 
teacher (învăţător) for the most subjects. 
Additional teachers are assigned only for a 
few specialized subjects (Foreign Languages, 
Introduction to Computers, etc.). Having only 
one main teacher for the first four years 
usually leaves students with life-long 
memories, and many people fondly recall 
their primary school teacher as one of the 
most influential figures of their lives. At the 
end of primary school, curriculum starts to 
become congested and it led over time to the 
high performance educational system we 
known today. For instance, a 4th grade 
student (9–10 years of age) may have on a 
weekly basis.

� 4 classes of math 4-5 classes of Romanian 
language 1 class of history 1 class of 
geography 1-2 classes of science 2 classes of 
art 1-3 classes of a foreign language (Usually 
French or English) 1 or 2 classes of 
Introduction to computers 1 class of Civic 
Education (a subject teaching everything 
from personal hygiene to the Constitution to 
manners in society) 5 1 of religion (optional; 
parents can withdraw children from these 
classes



CURRICULUM

� The curricular framework includes:

� The core curriculum (common core and 
differentiated curriculum), containing 
the compulsory subjects and the 
number of allocated hours, designed 
and approved at national level

� The school based curriculum, designed 
at the level of the school

� The syllabus

� for the core curriculum subjects, the 
syllabus is elaborated by commissions 
of specialists, it is endorsed by the 
National Board for Curriculum and 
approved by the minister of education 

� For school based curriculum, the 
syllabus is designed  at the level of the 
school and approved by the specialty 
inspector of each county

� Text books

� Alternative textbooks can be 
elaborated for the same syllabus

� The ministry approves the textbooks 
which can be used in schools

� The teachers have the right to choose 
the appropriate textbook, from the 
approved list

� Teacher guidelines are usually 
elaborated by the National Board for 
Curriculum 



The 2012 curriculum framework for primary education is more flexible, as
compared to the previous ones. The disciplines that make up the curricular
areas are integrated and organized around topics – the names of the
disciplines are suggestive:
Communication
Maths and Environment Exploration,
Physical Education, Sports and Heatlthcare,
Visual Arts and Crafts,
Music and Movement.
Moreover, two new disciplines were introduced – Personal Development
and ICT (Playing with the Computer), so that key competences could be
more easily attained



Key competences in curricula
Individual teachers

� Holistic understanding of curricula; how to embed the relevant KCs into 
subject and assess them etc,

� How to agree, work with, evaluate with colleagues the KCs with the team(s)

� Clear role, responsibility, contribution to overall goals and the learning 
environment

Teams of teachers

� Awareness  of the content and goals of colleagues work.

� Understanding & implementing KCs in cooperation with others

� A clear vision on how teams contribute and work together for KCs

School leaders

� Identification of professional development needs, professional interaction, 
vision building, self-evaluation, use of other results… school as a learning 
environment.



New Strategies in Romanian Primary 
schools
� Problem-based learning

� Project based learning

� Student-centered instruction

� Competency-based (outcomes-
based) instruction

� Use different methods 

� In-class

� Outside of class (must link to

course objectives)

� Encourage critical thinking and synthesis

� Create opportunities for reflection

� Create an environment that supports learning

� Encourage different points of view

� Recognize (discuss) your own biases

� Maintain rigor

� Excite students about content



Mixed evaluation

� Traditional print-based pencil and paper tests do not 
provide a sufficient range of evidence to 
demonstrate these additional more complex 
outcomesof key competencies.

� Many traditional assessments measure knowledge 
gains (and sometimes the ability to apply gains) but 
not the appropriate use of knowledge in meaningful 
tasks. Assessment frequently focuses on individual 
aspects of learning, even within learning areas. Tasks 
that assess integrated knowledge are less common.

� Typically, traditional assessments infer learner 
qualities from imposed behaviours (eg being on time, 
being tidy and organised, doing homework, etc). 
How do we assess students' growing autonomy if we 
don't give them opportunities to show it?

� Multimodal communication adds 'new basics'. 
Students need to learn how to use the various tools 
and representations of each learning area and to 
become more skilled at combining them.

� There is a new focus on:

-creating and critiquing knowledge, not just 'having' it

-making links (seeing connections) to the whole learning 
context

-meta-level learning - learning about knowledge, thinking, 
disciplines, etc.

� Key competencies focus on ongoing development of 
the individual identity as a person who can envisage 
acting in certain ways and who is willing and able to 
do so. Thinking and acting autonomously includes a 
focus on why it is appropriate to act in certain ways 
in diverse contexts and on rights, roles, and 
responsibilities.

� Group learning is valued and practised.



A range of modes of assessment

� In order to use assessment competently in the classroom, both in assessment 
for learning and in assessment of learning, teachers need to develop a range 
of assessment competencies:

� teacher observation

� teacher designed tasks and tests

� work samples, portfolios and projects

� standardised tests

� diagnostic tests

� Self-evaluation

� Peer to peer evaluation

� Learning diary



KEYCOLAB-a challenge for primary school 
teachers of AIB

� New teaching and evaluation method: PBL (Project based learning)

� Competencies versus curriculum

� Competencies/ skills difficult to evaluate or never evaluated in Romanian 
primary schools ,such as LEARNING TO LEARN, SENSE OF INITIATIVE AND 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

� Teachers Peer to peer evaluation



Romanian KEYCOLAB Projects
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